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Monthly Highlights
CIB Warrior Night | FSMAO CAP | Memorial Day Special Liberty and Safety Stand Down | Congressional Marine Day Execution

TBS Campaign Plan
On 28 January 2019, TBS published the 2019-2025 Campaign Plan. Within MCDP 1-2 Campaigning, the Marine Corps
defines a campaign as “a series of related military operations aimed at accomplishing a strategic or operational objective
within a given time and space. A campaign describes how time, space, and purpose connects these operations”. The Basic
School’s Campaign Plan outlines a shared vision of how the command will generate (organize, man, train, equip) forces and
employ its resources to meet service requirements. The Campaign Plan does not provide specific tasks, it provides an
intellectual framework by defining success, establishing objectives to focus the command’s efforts, and creating a
framework for execution. Nested within Training Command’s Campaign Plan and Commanding General’s Intent, The Basic
School’s Campaign Plan has identified the following Lines of Effort (LOE) and Major Objectives, see figure (1.1). It is
through engaged leadership and tough, realistic training that replicates the conditions, challenges and threats of the
operating environments that we’ll accomplish our Lines of Effort, Major Objectives, Critical Tasks and ultimately our
Mission. vs, Critical Tasks and ultimately our Mission.

Figure 1.1: TBS Campaign Plan

TBS Graduation Change
Following the success of Co. A (1-19)’s graduation, all future TBS
graduations will occur at 1000 in Little Hall on Mainside Quantico. TBS
graduation was recently shifted from 1800 to 1000 in order to better
support student transition time to their follow-on assignments or MOS
schools and to allow students more time with their families. On graduation
day, buses will transport TBS students from Camp Barrett to Little Hall
and will be available to shuttle students back to Camp Barrett if needed.
Families are encouraged to park at the following locations: Feeney Parking
Lot, Firestone/Marine Mart Parking Lot, and Pruitt Hall Parking Lot. TBS
Marines will assist base PMO with ushering traffic and giving directions to
the parking lots beginning at 0830. Handicap and VIP spots will be
available and coordinated through student companies. TBS escorts will be
staged outside of Little Hall for assistance if needed. Expect heavier than
usual traffic aboard MCB Quantico on graduation day. Contact TBS
Operations for further information regarding graduations.
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Professional Attire
Effective 29 March 2019, all Basic Officer Course and Warrant Officer
Basic Course Commanders shall direct wear of business formal attire during
an appropriate event within the program of instruction in order to ensure
newly commissioned and appointed officers’ readiness for professional
environments which require said attire. Business formal attire refers to the
clothing that civilian employees wear to work or other formal settings.
Depending on the event, or workplace, various levels of the formality of
business attire can be expected. Dress codes can range from traditional and
formal to smart casual, business casual, and casual. The service expects its
officers to understand these nuances in order to properly represent the
Marine Corps in civilian settings as well as effectively counsel and supervise
Marines on the wearing of such attire. The Basic School will approach this
expectation through the same paradigm which informs Commanders’
execution of dress or service uniform inspections. Operational requirements
often prescribe business formal attire as part of individual equipment list,
which enables Marines to effectively support a wide variety of initiatives. It is
the intent that all personnel depart TBS with an understanding that this
attire is relative to expectations of leaders and operational flexibility.
Recently, Co G 7-18 and Co A 1-19 were the first student companies to
conduct the business formal attire event and achieved the intent of the
inspection by learning what is expected of Marines for these situations.

TBS Field Supply and Maintenance Analysis Office Inspection
From 1 to 12 April, TBS hosted the Headquarters Marine Corps Field Supply
and Maintenance Analysis Office (FSMAO) East inspection team. During this
time the FSMAO team provided training and gave an in depth inspection of the
6 maintenance and supply lines of effort covering Property Accountability,
Procurement, Maintenance Program and Resource Management, Maintenance
Information and Reporting, Maintenance Production, and Miscellaneous
Accounting.
TBS is addressing issues raised by the inspection team by reorganizing its
Accountable Officer (AO) and Responsible Officer (RO) relationships along with
closely adhering to its newly published Maintenance Management Standard
Operating Procedures.

Military and Family Life Counseling Program
The MFLC program has been designed to support Military Service Members and ensure
family readiness. MFLC's provide formal and informal briefings, conduct individual, family
and couples counseling. MFLC 's also provide educational briefings upon request. Service
members and their families are provided short term non medical solution focused problem
solving counseling that is free and confidential.
MFLC's can meet on or off the installation in a public setting, never in someone's home.
MFLC's are also located in schools, CDC's, on installation and in embedded rotations. To
schedule an appointment please call The MFLC at 703-719-1054.

Stay Up to Date!
Don’t miss out! Like and follow The Basic School on Facebook and Twitter to
stay in the loop on upcoming events for both you and your family. Participate
in polls, like you favorite posts, tweets, and view content that shows what life
is really like aboard Camp Barrett. There’s no better way to stay informed!

@TheBasicSchool

Get published in the June 2019 edition of the Camp Barrett Bulletin!
Email your submission to Maj Marada D. Phillips, Current Operations Officer, TBS at: marada.phillips@usmc.mil
Suspense for inclusion in June 2019 edition: Friday, 21 May 2019

